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Creating A Portfolio for Sustainable Growth
Consumers’ Actual Choices Mean that Old
Market Positioning Ideas No Longer Apply

Competing across Categories Calls for Big Shifts
in Pricing, Messaging, Packaging, and More

IRI’s 30 years of experience in optimizing new product
growth across industries has revealed a massive and
critical shift in buying behavior. American consumers
no longer buy based largely on category or brand.
They decide what to put in their shopping carts based
primarily on immediate or anticipated needs, and
secondarily on brands that meet those needs at the
price points they are comfortable with. These days, they
are guided by attributes such as single-serve packaging,
minimal calorie counts, high protein, or gluten-free, for
example. More and more brands are moving to match
this new direction.

Traditionally, the CPG industry has viewed its world in
terms of categories or types — defined by sources of
ingredients or by packaging size, for example. Legacy
operations —“the way we’ve always done it”— present
significant obstacles to change. Some small brands may
be nimble enough to make the required changes but
may lack the resources to do so. Another obstacle to
change: the paucity of skills needed to translate ideas
into actionable insights.

Repositioning Products to Compete across
Categories Opens Doors to Hundreds of
Millions of Dollars in Revenue Opportunities

With only minor tweaks to product positioning and
attributes, brands can compete across multiple
forms/types, significantly expanding their competitive
stances. In the beverage sector, IRI found that one brand
was able to identify an incremental market worth an
extra $200 million a year by enabling its products to
span multiple categories and compete with multiple
product types.

Insights into Action: Grow Revenue and Share
by Seizing Maximum “New Market” Potential

To help CPG marketers pinpoint pockets of growth
and white-space innovation opportunities, IRI can
enlist its powerful Hendry Market Structure software.
This proprietary solution — integrating IRI’s big data
capabilities and analytic expertise — gives marketers
a 360-degree view of the new, benefits-driven
marketplace. Using this new market lens as their frame
of reference, CPG marketers can:
•

Understand the new, broader competitive
marketplace

•

View the CPG market through the shoppers' eyes

•

Optimize programs and budgets to maximize impact
across high-value customers
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Consumers’ Actual Choices Mean that Old Market Positioning
Ideas No Longer Apply
American consumers no longer buy based largely on
category or brand. They decide what to put in their
shopping carts based primarily on immediate
or anticipated needs, and secondarily on brands
that meet those needs at the price points they are
comfortable with.
These days, they are guided by attributes such as singleserve packaging, minimal calorie counts, high protein,
or gluten-free, for example. They are quite willing to
pay more for products that promise benefits such as
improved digestive health or a healthier heart.
The shift in thinking — and buying behaviors — has come
about quickly. In just the last decade, consumers’
choices have moved away from a focus on form (water

or coffee, for instance) and a spotlight on brand to an
emphasis on the benefits for the buyer (see exhibit 1).
The beverage sector has been changing at a much faster
clip than many other CPG segments.
More and more CPG companies are moving to match
this new direction — and many more need to do so.
Their brands no longer stand for single product
categories — breakfast cereals from Kellogg’s, say,
or carbonated soft drinks (CSDs) from PepsiCo. They
have been steadily adding SKUs to household-name
product lines (think Cheerios Protein and V8 Veggie
Blends). During the course of the past seven years, the
total number of UPCs in grocery has increased by more
than 25 percent, according to IRI, while the number of
grocery stores and general retail square footage has
stayed more or less constant.

EXHIBIT 1

BEVERAGE SECTOR ILLUSTRATION:

From Form-Centric to Benefits-Driven Product Selection
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Increasingly, the additional products straddle multiple
categories. In beverages, for instance, a typical drink
is no longer just “juice” — it’s a low-calorie, fruit-infused
water, spanning the need for quick refreshment as well
as for calorie reduction. Sparkling Ice is typical of the
modern multi-category product: its attributes blur earlier
distinctions between sparkling water and diet
CSD categories.
For CPG manufacturers, there is both promise and peril
in the evolutionary explosion of product types. For
newcomers with both eyes open to consumers’ wants
and needs, there are all sorts of niche opportunities
to meet this or that specific consumer need. For most
incumbents, though, unlimited consumer choice is
making new product positioning even more critical for
driving relevance and purchase conversion. If a CPG
brand doesn’t offer a shopper the “walking attributes”
he seeks, it’s increasingly likely that he will “walk” — that
is, he will switch to a brand that does have them, or wait
to make his purchase.

Same, but Different
A side-by-side comparison of Bai5 and
Sparkling Ice illustrates the new world of
benefits-based segmentation rather than
“old school” beverage categories.
Although the two drinks share most
attributes — real fruit images on the label,
BPA-free bottles, zero or near-zero calorie
counts — their sources of volume are very
different (see exhibit 2). With its natural
sweetener and absence of preservatives,
Bai5 appeals strongly to what millennials
care about. By contrast, Sparkling Ice uses
artificial sweeteners,
artificial coloring, and
 Real Fruit Images on Label
 Zero Calories
artificial preservatives
without losing any of
 Vitamins & Antioxidants
 Sparkling
its appealto BPA
theFree
older
demographic.
Bottle




EXHIBIT 2

Real Fruit Images on Label
5 Calories
Antioxidant-Infused
Sparkling Line Extension
BPA-Free Bottle
Natural Sweetener
Natural Color
No Preservatives

Appeals to millennials!

BOTH BRANDS
ARE PREMIUM PRICED
BUT WHAT IS PREMIUM
VARIES BY COHORT

Artificial Sweetener
Artificial Color
Artificial Preservatives

Real Fruit Images on Label
Zero Calories
Vitamins & Antioxidants
Sparkling
BPA-Free Bottle
Artificial Sweetener
Artificial Color
Artificial Preservatives

Appeals to boomers!
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Repositioning Products to Compete across Categories
Opens Doors to Hundreds of Millions of Dollars in Revenue
Opportunities
With only minor tweaks to product positioning and
attributes, brands can compete across multiple
forms/types. IRI’s research finds that those that
do so can significantly bolster their competitive
potential — regularly gaining market share or growing
revenue, or both.
Using IRI’s proven market repositioning techniques,
for instance, a manufacturer of cold cereal identified a
need for a new product enhanced with fruit. Designed

to appeal to the whole family, the category-spanning
product leveraged the company’s current brand equity
to establish a new market space worth an estimated
$600 million a year in incremental revenue.
And in beverages, IRI found that one brand was able
to spot opportunities worth an extra $200 million a year
in revenue by enabling its products to span multiple
categories and compete across wider ranges
of product types.
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Competing across Categories Calls for Big Shifts in Pricing,
Messaging, Packaging, and More
The challenge for CPG marketers is to shift their thinking
in order to adapt to these new market realities. It’s a
daunting challenge.
Traditionally, the CPG industry has viewed its world
in terms of categories or types — defined by sources
of ingredients or by packaging size, for example. Their
go-to-market approaches have, by and large, guided
their decisions about pricing, messaging, and
packaging, as well as shelf space negotiations
with retailers.
That worldview can make their messaging less effective.
For example, ads for orange juice tend to speak to
emotions — showing the bond between mother and
child, say. But IRI’s analysis proves that what really
drives purchases of pure orange juice are nutrition and
freshness — “functional” benefits that aren’t in the ads. It’s
the same story with packaging: orange juice is naturally
gluten-free, and yet the packaging does not call out
this attribute for the subset of shoppers who care about
it — and who will stick with brands selling it.
Manufacturers’ conventional product segmentations
have helped shape decisions on the supply side, too,
affecting everything from manufacturing choices to
ingredient sourcing and inbound logistics options.
Legacy operations — “the way we’ve always done
it” — present significant obstacles to change.
At the same time, tactics regularly eclipse strategy
at many CPG companies. The most pressing question
voiced by their marketers and product-placement
professionals is typically, “Where should I place my
brand?” rather than, “Where do I want to go with
my brand?”

The difference in perspective is Grand Canyon-wide,
and wholly relevant to the new market realities. The first
question assumes that consumers shop for products
with categories in mind. The second question allows
brands to approach their product decisions from the
perspective of how shoppers actually think about and
consume packaged goods.
The constraints extend beyond shortfalls in strategic
mindset. Some small brands may be nimble enough to
make the required changes but may lack the resources
to do so. Their limitations may be tight funding, for
instance, or narrow access to other ingredients — or
older manufacturing technology, perhaps. The good
news for those little brands is that such constraints are
implementation hurdles, rather than the far tougher
cultural or organizational barriers faced by larger
organizations anchored by their legacy processes
and investments.
There is also the very real issue of market perception.
If large swaths of consumers perceive that a brand is
“unhealthy” — too much sugar or artificial sweetener,
say — then the CPG marketer cannot expect to instantly
reposition its brand as a healthy option. Overnight
transformations don’t happen; marketers and product
planners must carefully manage transformation-related
new product roll-outs over time.
Another obstacle to change: a scarcity of skills to
translate ideas into actionable insights. These days,
headcount in marketing departments is screwed down
tight, and their analytics groups are stretched particularly
thin. Yet CPG companies must have marketers with
the skills and experience to be able to sift through the
fast-changing consumer data to make a case for new
product positioning. Few senior management teams
will sign off on costly new product investments without
seeing a rock-solid business case based on hard
quantitative data.
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Insights into Action: Grow Revenue and Share by Seizing
Maximum “New Market” Potential
To help CPG marketers pinpoint pockets of growth
and white-space innovation opportunities, IRI can
enlist its powerful Hendry Market Structure software.
This proprietary solution — integrating IRI’s big data
capabilities and analytic expertise — gives marketers
a 360-degree view of the new, benefits-driven
marketplace.
Marketers who have used the Hendry Market Structure
solution have found they can generate substantial uptick
in their revenue numbers. Using this new market lens
as their frame of reference, they can: understand the
new, broader competitive marketplace; view the CPG
market through the shoppers' eyes; and optimize their
programs and budgets to maximize impact across highvalue customers. Let’s take a closer look at each of those
valuable facets of the Hendry framework.

1. Understand the new, broader competitive
marketplace

By enabling CPG marketers to view the entirety of
the emerging benefits-driven marketplace, IRI’s
Hendry software pinpoints opportunities for growth
and innovation across a wide range of market
categories, while improving forecast accuracy and
giving marketers more actionable information at
channel and account levels.

EXHIBIT 3

The solution clearly illuminates associated
competitive, pricing, and benefit implications. It
helps to answer the question, “How can we forecast
the impact of marketing and innovation if we don’t
know where our sales will come from?”
Specifically, the Hendry software helps marketers
identify products that compete directly with each
other. It makes it much easier to spot the products
that newly define a “market,” as prescribed by
shoppers’ needs. Further, it pinpoints the key
attribute(s) that define the subset groups — specific
age cohorts and the emotional benefits they seek,
for instance. The beverage sector provides an
illustration.
Using the Hendry framework, IRI splits the beverage
market into four major domains, or shopper-defined
groups of products that meet the same consumer
needs. We label them “traditional start,” associated
with the first beverage of the day; “portable
nutrition,” with the emphasis on on-the-go health
benefits; “regular refreshment and energy,” for
hydration/a pick-me-up and the experience of a
good taste; and “artificially flavored/low-calorie
refreshment” (see exhibit 3).

REPRESENTATIVE PREDICTIVE ATTRIBUTES

Juice Content • Single-Serve • Energy Claim • Less Than 100 Cals

TRADITIONAL
START

PORTABLE
NUTRITION

REGULAR
REFRESHMENT
& ENERGY

ARTIFICIALLY
FLAVORED/LOW-CALORIE
REFRESHMENT
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2. View the CPG market through the
shoppers' eyes
Compared with other approaches, IRI’s Hendry
Market Structure addresses multiple categories,
not single or perceived broad categories — seeing
the market as shoppers see it. It isolates true
competitive sets of actual consumer behavior and
the associated product benefits. Marketers who
use Hendry find it easier to reach shoppers who
seek benefits rather than products defined by their
primary ingredients or brand equities. As such, they
can position their companies to compete effectively
across multiple categories/product types.
Competing on benefits also helps companies
looking to branch into adjacent markets.
For example, Aquafina recently launched an
unsweetened sparkling water product. Traditional
market-segmentation thinking might say that the
sparkling water category splits into sweetened
and unsweetened sub-categories. But in practice,
Aquafina is successfully straddling two adjacent
categories: coconut water and premium-branded
unflavored bottled water.
EXHIBIT 4

Higher
Motivator

TRADITIONAL
START

Great Taste, Nutritious,
Fresh/Never from Concentrate

Lower
Motivator

Further, IRI’s Hendry Market Structure can dig
deeper into groups of attributes to reveal more
subtle data that marketers can use to their
advantage. For instance, IRI found that in beverage,
each domain aligns with distinct types of benefits.
Functional benefits such as nutrition and good
taste play better with those buying beverages for
“traditional start,” whereas emotional benefits —
indulging oneself or savoring the moment with
friends — are more important for those buying
beverages with “regular and low-calorie
refreshment” in mind (see exhibit 4).

2

DISTINCT
TYPES OF BENEFITS
COME TO LIGHT:

Attribute-Driven Via Purchase Analysis
and
Motivation-Driven Via Usage Analysis

While Traditional Start Is
Driven by FUNCTIONAL Benefits,
Refreshment (Regular and Low-Calorie)
Is Driven by EMOTIONAL Benefits

100% Juice, Vitamin C
Feel Good about Choices,
Energy Boost, Fresh Start

The Hendry approach also helps CPG marketers
distinguish between what they think shoppers
want — based perhaps on anecdotal feedback and
media coverage — and what the data shows they
really value. Conducted not on any specific category
but on several categories that meet similar and/or
interchangeable market needs, the approach rapidly
enables marketers to predict sales for new product
ideas with an accuracy of 95 percent to 98 percent.

KEY:

Functional
Emotional
Ingredient

REFRESHMENT

Indulge, Reward,
Enjoy the Moment
Refreshing, Good Value,
Satisfies Craving, Hydrating
Feel Good about Choices,
Energy Boost, Fresh Start
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3. Optimize marketing programs and budgets
to maximize impact across high-value
customers
By knowing the shopper — seeing things through his
or her eyes — CPG marketers will be well-positioned
to deliver the right product at the right time and
with the right message. They can then turn, with
confidence, to tactical programs that engage
consumers.

Just one example: marketers can experiment with
fun ways to tell shoppers about new trends. There’s
plenty they can do to educate shoppers about the
trends they’re discovering in the data. They can have
fun with everything from “edutainment” video clips
delivered via Twitter to quizzes and games. And they
can involve leading-edge shoppers — those setting
the trends — in co-curated marketing initiatives that
inform, educate, and engage.

More Accurate Forecasts Mean Less Heartburn for Consumers,
Stronger Sales for Global Healthcare Company
IRI’s Hendry Market Structure is highly impactful across a wide range of CPG categories.
For instance, with Hendry, IRI recently widened the competitive arena for the manufacturer
of an over-the-counter acid reflux medication. In 2012, the manufacturer had acquired
exclusive global over-the-counter (OTC) rights to the medication, a top-selling doctorprescribed heartburn medication. The company won approval from the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration to sell a derivative product without a doctor’s prescription. The launch
made the manufacturer a leading player in all four of the largest OTC categories — pain
management, dietary supplements, respiratory, and, now, digestive health.
The product team’s going-in assumption had been that the product’s all-commodity volume
(ACV) would run at 90 percent, with $267 million in year-one sales for the product. Using the
Hendry Market Structure solution, the team was able to project, with 98 percent accuracy,
actual year-one sales of $271 million.1

¹ Source: http://www.pfizer.com/news/press-release/press-release-detail/pfizer_brings_frequent_heartburn_relief_over_the_counter_with_new_nexium_24hr
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Case Study: Juice Brand Gets a Glimpse of Growth Markets
(and Revisits Its Earlier Ideas about Expansion)
Recently, a leading orange juice brand sought help
to quickly spot new market opportunities. The brand
worried about stiffening competition from a small,
fast-growing rival; at the same time, it was acutely
aware that U.S. sales of pure orange juice had slipped
by more than 2 percent in 2015 over the previous year,
according to IRI data.
IRI’s analysis concluded that the brand was investing
unnecessarily in adding SKUs to its long-established
line in an effort to cover a wide range of health
benefits, and yet, under-investing in promotion of
its low-calorie, low-sugar drink — a product line with
substantial room to grow.
What the company hadn’t realized was that its two
lines appealed to quite different markets. While
management had viewed the low-cal drink in terms of
its provenance, as a spin-off from the company’s core
product, the shopper saw the product as an offshoot
drink with very different benefits.
Whereas pure (“100%”) orange juice is widely
perceived to be healthful and therefore nutritious,
juice drinks typically serve different needs: they
are refreshing, certainly, and good for satisfying a
taste craving, as well as good for hydration. But, by
definition, the low-calorie beverage is not 100 percent

So how should CPG marketers prepare to present their
new marketing structure proposals to the executive
team? Their first priority is a shift in mindset. They have
to broaden their corporate frames of reference to
acknowledge that today’s field of competition is much
bigger than a category flagged by the conventional
signage in the usual aisles of the supermarket.
Then they must validate their arguments with data. If
marketers are to successfully defend their business cases
to top management, they have to be able to show that
their proposed approaches to market structuring make
sense in terms of past patterns. Does the new market

juice and it includes sweeteners. Its messaging and
shelf location need to reflect the different needs
and markets it serves. IRI’s research shows that from
a communication perspective, emotional attributes
play a bigger role in purchases of refreshment drinks,
whereas ingredient and functional attributes are
slightly more likely to motivate consumers to buy
100 percent juices in the “traditional start” domain.
The juice brand is rethinking its entire product lineup
after reviewing IRI’s studies. The research shows
that new core-product SKUs offering additional
nutrition — orange juice with added zinc or calcium or
specific vitamins, say — will not lift sales or market share
by much, and the added SKU complexity may actually
work against the brand’s specificity. The reason: IRI
finds that nutrition fortification ranks very low in the
hierarchy of shoppers’ choices these days.
At the same time, the brand is actively exploring
needs-based categories in which it has not competed
previously, such as gluten-free, protein, and
probiotics/digestive health. IRI’s recommendation
is that the brand considers evaluating the upside
potential of modifications to packaging, such
as a call-out about gluten-free attributes on back
of pack, if applicable.

structure properly explain past in-market performance?
Can it accurately reflect trends in attributes over time?
Again, IRI’s Hendry Market Structure can quickly provide
that validation.
As soon as they have won approval for the new
approach, marketers must communicate it internally.
The new perspective must not be the province of only
a few “enlightened” individuals in their department. It
must be communicated to, and understood by, a broad
constituency extending beyond sales and marketing
to product development and retailer management.
It will be important to enlist the consistent support of
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top management in communicating the new ideas.
Communicating is just one element of change; it is just
as important to find, enlist, and empower the company’s
“change champions” — the professionals who see the
value of the new approach and are motivated to talk
about it widely and urge others to adopt it.

EXHIBIT 5

With a new market-spanning mindset rooted in
shoppers’ benefits-based perspectives, and with
solutions such as the Hendry Market Structure to help
them, CPG marketers can confidently move forward to
capture the many other opportunities that await.

ILLUSTRATION: Hendry simulations have a demonstrated record of success.
52 WEEKS ENDING 4/23/17
COMPLETE YEAR 1

15 WEEKS ENDING 4/23/17
YEAR 1 TO DATE

$13.1M

$13.2M

$1.3M

$1.4M

Actual
Dollars

Hendry
Forecast

Hendry Forecast
Per Week

Actual

Hendry
Forecast

Actual Dollars
Per Week

Ad Spending

$5M

$5M

Distribution

65%

Average Price
# Items on Shelf
Total Sales $

Actual

Hendry
Forecast

Ad Spending

$13M

$17M

60%

Distribution

74%

75%

$3.43

$3.99

Average Price

$1.73

$1.88

2.8

2.5

# Items on Shelf

7

7

$13.1M

$13.2M

Avg. Weekly $ Sales

$1.3M

$1.4M

52 Weeks
Ending
4/23/17

Forecast
Scenario
Year 1

15 Weeks
Ending
4/23/17

Forecast
Scenario
Year 1

Conclusion
CPG brands risk market decline if they fail to recognize
consumers’ actual buying motivations. By restructuring
their product positioning and marketing around the
benefits and attributes sought by shoppers, brands can
more easily straddle multiple categories, extending
their appeal to multiple demographics and gaining real
competitive advantage as a result.
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Resources
IRI’s Hendry Market Structure helps you size white-space opportunities and forecast new product concepts by building
broad-based, shopper-defined category definitions. The roadmap to successful innovation uses a proprietary switching
model instead of basic regression analysis or judgment-based groupings. The foundation of this model is actual
shopper behavior augmented with attitudinal and usage data or even data that is custom-collected. Neuroscience
research at the University of California, Berkeley, suggests that 95 percent of decision-making is done subconsciously.
By relying on actual shopper behavior over claimed behavior, the Hendry model uncovers the unconscious trade-offs
behind purchase decisions, producing more reliable and more specific results. This allows you to innovate early and
accurately, double your new product success, and avoid expensive failure.
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